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Antoinette

Antoinette is a player character played by Noodlewerfer.

Antoinette

Alias: Strontium
Species & Gender: Modified Human Female

Date of Birth: 3日 8月 YE 18
Organization: None
Occupation: None

Rank: N/A
Current Placement: Section 6

Physical Description
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Height: 6'1

Skin Color: White

Eye Color: Red

Hair Color: Brown

Hairstyle: Long-medium length, straight

Cup Size: D

She has slight fangs and wears a tattered white dress almost all the time. The robot drone she uses is
mostly red in color with purple details and purple eyes.

Personality

Antoinette has been driven insane from her flawed telepathy, as she can't turn it off and it constantly
picks up various signals a normal telepathic system wouldn't. Generally she's anti-social, and sometimes
she's outright sadistic, especially when it comes to her enemies. Her past has made her cynical, she
doesn't trust others (Except for a very rare few) and for the most part doesn't care what happens to them
either. She's mostly motivated by her own self-interests. She's lionhearted and extremely hard to
intimidate.

History

Antoinette was born in YE 18 on Cavalon but was abandoned by her parents. When she was young, she
met Angela Hartbrook, who was her only friend. She was kidnapped by Psychopomp as a child in YE 25
and experimented on. Psychopomp implanted a telepathy system in her, however, the system was
experimental and flawed. It constantly picks up signals a normal telepathy system isn't supposed to, such
as encrypted telepathic messages (which sound like static), radio signals, and solar radiation. It still
functions as a telepathic system, as it can send and receive telepathic transmissions, but it also picks up
signals it isn't supposed to. This flawed telepathy drove Antoinette insane, and she managed to escape
Psychopomp in YE 33. Antoinette was able to meet up with Angela again, even though Psychopomp had
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changed her.

She built a remotely controlled robot using android parts and took on the identity of “Strontium” as the
robot. Strontium, or as she designated the chassis itself, “R4D0N "Strontium"”, was upgraded over time
and eventually came to double both as a remotely piloted drone and a power armor capable of
shapeshifting parts of itself. She located a crashed U-1 left over from a previous battle on Cavalon that
was still operable and took it. In YE 39, she traveled to Keren in the U-1 with R4D0N and used it to
destroy Chlorate's creators, Uranium and Plutonium. She came back to Cavalon and later heard rumors
that Chlorate was on Osman. She attempted to travel to Osman, but the U-1's radio was damaged, and
she was unable to respond to a hail. Her U-1 was shot down and crashed on Osman with the android
inside, and she was injured from the crash. She was comatose, but hospitalized by OSO. She was
transferred to Section 6's medical care, and currently resides in Sanctuary Hospital. In YE 41 she woke up
from her coma during an attack by the Reapers. She has amnesia, she's unable to remember who her
parents were or why she killed Chlorate's creators and attempted to kill her.

Eventually after waking up, she gradually began to discover her implants have the ability to tap into and
remotely control technology. She is not fully aware of this ability yet.

Skills Learned

Rogue- Having lived on her own for most of her life, she's learned a few assorted skills such as pick-
pocketing, lock-picking, and intimidation.

Fighting- She's trained herself in fighting, and is skilled in hand-to-hand combat, meelee combat, and
knows how to use ranged weapons.

Engineering- She's learned basic engineering knowledge, and is able to make or modify some machines.

Telepathy- Though her telepathy system is flawed, she's still capable of using telepathy with a range of
up to 25 miles.

Remote Control- Her neural implants also have the ability to connect to and control technology, similar to
a Geist. She is not yet aware of this ability, but is slowly starting to realize it.

Social Connections

Antoinette is connected to:

Parents (Unknown)

Angela Hartbrook (Close friend)
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Inventory & Finance

Antoinette has the following:

Tattered white dress
R4D0N armor/drone
Ke-Z1 Series Anti-Starship Torpedo (YE 42 Salvage Giveaway, TC: 8-62, IC: 553-243-70)
Bass Guitar (YE 42 Salvage Giveaway, TC: 97-25, IC: 1706-1032-111)
Single Instruction Book (“A Bit Of This And That Makes The Universe” - Learn Basic Chemistry
Concepts!) (YE 42 Salvage Giveaway, TC: 69-28, IC: 1920-4929-89)
Hayabusa V6B Starfighter (YE 42 Salvage Giveaway, TC: 1-19, IC: 75-513-20)
Coffee Machine (YE 42 Salvage Giveaway, TC: 88-26, IC: 2257-12199-104)

OOC Information

Images created using https://make.girls.moe/#/

This page was created by noodlewerfer on 05, 12 2019 at 23:25 using the Character Template Form.

In the case noodlewerfer becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? No
Can this character be adopted after I've been gone for a year? No

Character Data
Character Name Antoinette
Character Owner Noodlewerfer
Character Status Active Player Character
Current Location Osman System
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